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outlook pst repair 15.9 zipSingle unit activity of cerebral diencephalic and brainstem efferents of the
cat visual cortex in the light and dark. 1. Activity of single neurons in the diencephalon, the midbrain,

and the brainstem of the cat has been recorded while animals were presented with visual pattern
stimuli. All of the visual thalamic and pretectal units recorded in the light were also recorded in the

dark; all of the pretectal units recorded in the dark were also recorded in the light. Most of the
nucleus tegmentalis pedunculi units were not activated in the dark, while most of the nucleus

tegmentalis oralis units were not activated in the light. 2. Neurons in the reticular formation and
nucleus gigantocellularis were activated in the dark but not in the light. The activation of these
nuclei in the dark was not correlated with visual stimulation. Neurons in the lateral geniculate
nucleus were not activated in either the light or the dark. 3. Most of the caudal divisions of the

trigeminal nuclei were not activated in the dark while most of the cuneate nucleus cells and in the
parabrachial nuclei cells were inhibited. The animals could be divided into two groups on the basis of
the excitatory or inhibitory responses to pattern stimuli. 4. Motions of the eye, head, and body were

recorded while the animal was presented with visual pattern stimuli. Most of the neurons in the
superior colliculus and the pretectal nuclei were activated during eye or head movements in the
light. In contrast, most of the neurons in the superior colliculus were not activated during eye or
head movements in the dark. Most of the pretectal units, and all of the parabrachial units, were

inhibited during eye or head movements in the dark. Most of the cranial parasympathetic nuclei and
the nucleus tractus solitarius, as well as the medial and dorsal nucleus of the vagus, were activated

in the dark during eye or head movements in the dark. This was true of the medial, reticular and
dorsal vagal nuclei, but was not true for the lateral and ventral nuclei of the vagus. In some animals,
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